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 An ideal complement to Kluth & Chandler-Olcott's "A Land We Can Share": Teaching Literacy to
Learners with Autism, this one-of-a-kind book is focused on trains—" is the perfect way to foster
literacy using children's fascinations.The first alphabet book created with children with autism at
heart, A Is for "All Aboard!this book will help kids of all ages enhance their literacy skills as they
learn the ABCs of one of their favorite topics.and any young train enthusiast—one of the most
popular interests of kids with autism Filled with vibrant, engaging, and uncluttered artWritten for
children of all reading amounts, with vocabulary ranging from basic ideas (bridge) to special train
jargon (idler car, monorail) Shaped by responses from children with autismComplete with
helpful teaching tips for educators and parents Sure to captivate kids with autism—
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What a smart way to understand the alphabet while viewing pics. of your preferred subject. I was
excited to receive the books. Wonderfully created and beautifully illustrated. So it's not only the
kids who appreciate reading 'A is certainly for All Aboard!'! I bought the books to be donated to
your early learning center library. I'm always pleased to go through this to the kids (which is
often). Amazing shiny artwork that any kid and parent will be attracted to.Crisp and apparent big
letters for alphabet learning.It'll make a great present for my nephew this holiday season. This is
a fabulous book! learning Aren't the common illustrations just beautiful?An ideal gift for any kid.
I have caused autistic children for the past 8 years and some had train obsessions. This book will
certainly catch the eye and mind of any child, especially those that adore trains. Bought this
publication for a 4-season old boy who currently knows the alphabet melody, but doesn't yet
recognise the letters of the alphabet when they're in the printed web page.. Great content
material and a classic display of a popular theme. My nephew adores this book - it's challenging
enough that as a solo reader it can stick with him as his reading abilities grow, but for now he
simply loves being involved by all the pictures and shades, and adventures of lifestyle on the
railway. A delight for any age group! Great book! "A" class!! The book is fantastic for helping him
for connecting things - it's also great for helping him associate letters and terms. Great book for
Kids!!! Fantastic learning tool, beautiful packaging - I'm eagerly awaiting the Kluths' next
installment. Smacks of Quality! A fantastic publication for fun & My twins and I really like it. As an
initial time parent, it really is hard to know which books could keep a child's interest. Just about
everyone has learned many new facts about trains that we got no idea about and that the kids
want to hear and browse to store within their ever-expanding brains! The illustration is normally
beautifully done. This publication has quickly become well known bedtime ritual. Five star rating
A heartwarming story for children of all ages. They simply loved the illustrations too! You as well
as your children will love it and examine it over and over. "ALL ABOARD!" for my kids! My males 5
& 7 love this reserve. The lettering and photos and big, bold and shiny. A is normally for" All
Aboard" makes learning the alphabet fun and interesting. Highly recommended. A is for
"Awesome"! A is for "All Aboard"An excellent book. My two little girls just love trains which book
was an excellent aid in their learning to read process.! If you've ever enjoyed viewing a train go
by and found yourself day dreaming about riding the rails, the watch from the front of the train
or the wistfull nostalgia for a red caboose, this book is for you. Takes me back again to my own
preferred books as a kid. Everyone Should Get On Board! A is for "All Aboard" Love this book!
Nevertheless, it's an excellent kids' publication, and there's much here to capture kids' curiosity
and ensure they will have fun while they learn. The illustrations are fantastic! Plus, he adores the
illustrations - and whatever can keep his interest for longer than 30 mere seconds is, in my view,
a great thing! We received this book as a gift and our kids absolutely love it, smart way to instruct
the alphabet.
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